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Copilot for Security PoC-in-a-box overview

Synergy Advisors is thrilled to introduce an innovative solution tailored specifically to enhance your organization's security infrastructure: 

the Copilot for Security PoC-in-a-box. This comprehensive engagement program is meticulously crafted to not only provide 

cutting-edge technology but also empower your team with the expertise necessary to fully leverage the capabilities of Microsoft Copilot 

for Security [CfS].

Within the Copilot for Security PoC-in-a-box, we extend an array of services meticulously designed to fortify your security infrastructure. 

From proactive threat detection to strategic vulnerability assessments, our offerings are geared towards empowering your organization 

with robust defense mechanisms against evolving cyber threats. [Up to one week]

Scope Deliverables

• Evaluate and validate your use cases and 

requirements in an isolated lab environment.

• Implement use case scenarios for two core 

technologies/plug-ins [Up to 2 use cases].

• Enable and configure required plug-ins.

• Implement one automation workflow for a use 

case scenario.

• Create and implement promptbooks based on 

use case scenarios [up to 2 promptbooks].

• Copilot for Security knowledge transfer sessions.

• Best practices for prompting and prompt 

enrichment (prompt engineering) with knowledge 

bases.

• Copilot for Security usage monitoring during 

PoC-in-a-box phase, providing an estimation of 

SCUs required for production.

• Findings and recommendations.

• Knowledge transfer
• Describe recommended practices and lessons 
learned.

• Working Sessions
• Solution design discussions
◦ A high-level presentation about how 

Copilot for Security can achieve the unique 
security needs of the organization. 

◦ Synergy Advisors’ recommendations.
• Document Deliverables 

• High level design
◦ A presentation about how Copilot for 

Security can achieve the unique security 
needs of the organization. 

• Hands-on Lab (HOL) Guide
◦ A step-by-step document outlining how to 

validate the identified use cases in the lab 
environment. Focused on specific require-
ments for your organization.

• Lab environment
◦ An environment representative of your 

proposed architecture and access to a 
Synergy-hosted lab environment.

Synergy Advisors - Copilot for Security 
PoC-in-a-box
A Next-Gen AI-Powered Security Solution for Enhanced Efficiency and Capabilities 
of defenders to improve security outcomes at machine speed and scale.
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Crafted with a keen focus on augmenting your security infrastructure, this offering represents a pivotal step towards maximizing the 

potential of Microsoft Copilot for Security. Our tailored approach ensures that your organization receives not only cutting-edge 

technology but also personalized assistance, empowering you to navigate the ever-evolving cybersecurity landscape with confidence 

and efficiency. 

What's Included in this PoC-in-a-box

Evaluate and Validate Use Cases 
and Requirements

Implement Use Case 
Scenarios

Implement Automation 
Workflow

Create and Implement 
Promptbooks

Copilot for Security Knowledge 
Transfer Sessions

Best Practices for Prompting and 
Prompt Enrichment

We work closely with you to 
understand your specific require-
ments and use cases. This helps us 

tailor the engagement to your 
needs.

Implement use case scenarios for 
two core technologies/plug-ins, 
providing hands-on experience 

and practical knowledge.

We help you leverage Copilot’s 
automation capabilities to 

streamline your security process-
es, using a specific use case as an 

example.

Create and implement up to 2 
promptbooks based on the use 

case scenarios, providing a 
practical guide for your specific 

requirements.

Conduct up to 4 knowledge 
transfer sessions to ensure the 

organization has a comprehensive 
understanding of Copilot for 
Security and its capabilities.

We provide strategies and best 
practices for prompting and 

prompt enrichment with knowl-
edge bases, enhancing the 
effectiveness of Copilot for 

Security.

Additional information
Contact Us for more information about 
the ‘Synergy Advisors’ Copilot for Secu-
rity PoC-in-a-box’ or our Consulting 

Services:

• This Engagement is tailored for technical decision 

makers, and IT professionals.

• Experience in managing Microsoft 365/Azure 

Security solutions for cybersecurity incident manage-

ment scenarios.

• Technical support and guidance will be provided 

throughout the PoC-in-a-box session.
LEARN MORE

https://synergyadvisors.biz/offerings-item/synergy-advisors-copilot-for-security-poc-in-a-box/
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If you want to take your organization's security and compliance posture to the next level, if you are taking your first steps and want to 

quickly assess this technology as you progress along your path, we offer the following options:

Step into the realm of advanced 
cybersecurity with our hybrid 
Hands-On-Lab [HOL] experi-
ence, where we delve deep into 
the transformative capabilities of 
Microsoft Copilot for Security. 
Join us as we embark on a 
journey to revolutionize your 
SecOps strategy through the 
power of AI-driven insights and 
recommendations. LEARN MORE

Hands-On-Lab [HOL]

The Copilot for Security ADS is a 
1.5 to 2-day workshop involving 
key stakeholders. It focuses on 
designing, operating, and imple-
menting Copilot for Security, 
including knowledge transfer on 
best practices, and understand-
ing your current environment to 
identify requirements. Addition-
ally, it offers insights into 
common scenarios and unique 
use cases. LEARN MORE

The Copilot for Security Engage-
ment is a high-level session to 
prepare your organization for 
Copilot deployment. It involves 
evaluating readiness, reviewing 
usage and integration, validating 
use cases, implementing scenarios, 
configuring plug-ins, and provid-
ing knowledge transfer sessions on 
best practices. LEARN MORE

Architecture Design Sessions [ADS] Pilot

 Why choose Synergy Advisors as your strategic partner?

At Synergy Advisors, we not only provide consulting and managed services but also accompany you every step of the way on your 
journey to digital excellence across Microsoft products and our solutions (E-Suite), which amplify the power of your existing M365 and 
Azure investments. We are dedicated to driving your digital transformation, creating a more secure and efficient collaborative infrastruc-
ture. How do we achieve this? Through a unique blend of consulting expertise and managed services, we focus on your specific needs, 
offering comprehensive solutions that address both your security concerns and regulatory requirements.

Synergy Advisors' E-Suite seamlessly 
integrates various products with 
Microsoft 365, extending its features 
to address common advanced use 
cases encountered in organizations 
we've partnered with.

• E-Visor
• E-Visor Teams App
• E-Inspector
• E-Cryptor
• E-Vigilant
• E-Migrator

Solutions (E-Suite)

Leverage cybersecurity experts to 
review and monitor organizations' 
Microsoft 365 and Azure infrastruc-
ture and security. In-depth assess-
ments of cloud applications, 
deployments as we help draft 
prioritized plans for improvements 
based on organizations unique 
security goals. Highly trained staff 
who monitor end-user activity 
through robust log analysis to 
provide you reliable monitoring, 
proactive and reactive incident 
response, and troubleshooting 

Managed Services

+12 years, +100 Top customers, 
and, with specializations in 

Security, Modern Work, Azure Data 
& AI, and Azure Infrastructure

We support our customers in the 
correct implementation of Microsoft 
solutions, aimed at improving their 
security postures and Modern Work, 
accompanied by a strategy that 
seeks to increase the adoption of 
these technologies and generate 
more upsell and cross-sell projects.

Consulting Services

Let’s talk about your data compliance needs: 
copilotforsecurity@synergyadvisors.biz

Contact us for more 
information HERE

https://synergyadvisors.biz/offerings-item/optimized-secops-leveraging-microsoft-copilot-for-security/
https://synergyadvisors.biz/offerings-item/synergy-advisors-copilot-for-security-architecture-design-sessions-ads/
https://synergyadvisors.biz/offerings-item/elevate-your-security-with-synergy-advisors-copilot-for-security-engagement/
https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite/
https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite/
https://synergyadvisors.biz/offerings-item/synergy-advisors-copilot-for-security-poc-in-a-box/

